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First Steps
After you have launched start you will see... nothing. This is correct because the application runs in the
background and can be reached via a small icon in the menu bar.
To open the application, just click with the mouse on the icon in the menu bar. start now displays a list of all
existing applications. Use the search field above the list to filter your selection. An application is started by
clicking with the mouse or by pressing the return key.
In the configuration you can also assign a keyboard shortcut to open start.

Show menu
Open start via icon in the Menubar
Searchbar

Categories
start manages entries of different type/
category. Applications are automatically
detected and added using Spotlight. Links
to files, folders and URLs can be added
manually. In this section you can quickly
view all entries of a certain type.

Tags
Entries can be assigned to one or more
tags in start. It doesn't matter if it's
applications, links to directories/files or
URLs.
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Configuration
The settings are divided in "Settings", "Modify data" and
"Modify tags". The "Modify data" area is the most important
area. Tags, colors and comments are assigned to the
programs here. It is also possible to define exactly which
entries should be displayed. In the "Modify tags" area you
will find a list of all created tags. These can be renamed and
deleted. Furthermore, different symbols can be assigned to
the tags here. In the area "Settings" all general program
settings are grouped together.

General Settings

Global Hotkey
The main window can be opened by clicking on the icon in the menu
bar or alternatively by pressing a hotkey. Here you can define the
hotkey which displays the main window.

Windowstyle
start can be displayed either as a popup menu in the menu bar or as a
window in the middle of the screen. Here you can set which of the two
options you want to use.
The display as popup menu is very flexible and adapts dynamically. For
example, if you don't have a menu bar because you are working in a
full-screen application, Start will automatically appear as a window in

Start as a separate window
If Start is displayed as a pop-up
menu, you can drag the window
away from the menu bar with the
mouse. Start will then temporarily
become an independent window
and remain open in the
foreground. As soon as you close
the window, Start will be included
as a pop-up menu on the menu
bar next time.
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the middle of the screen. As soon as the menu bar is visible again, the
popup menu is used again.

Launch
Do you want to launch entries with a single or a double mouse click?

Alternate browser for folder
Do you want to use another application to open a selected folder? If
yes, just leave the path to the application here. If the path is invalid or
nothing is defined, start simply uses the Finder.

Menu bar icon
Here you can select the icon that will be displayed in the menu bar.

Show/Hide main window animated at Menubar
If the main window is displayed on the menu bar, this can alternatively
be done with an animation. You can switch this on or off here.

Search in main window includes comments
This option allows you to specify whether the search in the main
window should only search for the title (Application name, etc.) or
alternatively also in existing comments.

Launch at Login
With this option you can let Start launch automatically when you restart
your Mac

Smaller line height in main window
The entries in the main window can be displayed in two different sizes.
With this option you switch to the smaller representation.

Select Tags and Categories on hover
Normally the entries in the sidebar are selected by mouse click. If you
activate this option you can switch through the entries by leaving the
mouse pointer briefly over an entry.

Categories
The categories give you quick access to all files, directories and URLs
managed with Start. The most recent applications or the currently active
applications are also displayed in a corresponding category. In the
"Categories" area you can now control whether these entries are visible
in the main window. If, for example, you only want to find the
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directories in the respective tags and not in a central place, you can
simply deactivate the corresponding category here.

Show number of elements in the sidebar
If this option is active, the number of entries currently assigned to the
tag is displayed next to the tags.

Search Scope

The search scope is especially
interesting for users of macOS
10.15 Catalina or higher. By
default, start does not search in
the application directory of the
current user (~/Applications) due
to sandbox restrictions.

Here you can see in which directories start uses Spotlight to search for
applications. You can add your own entries to this list here.

Sandbox Access

If you have allowed access to a
directory, the permissions also
apply to its subdirectories.

To protect your data, Start runs according to Apple's specifications in a
so-called sandbox. The sandbox gives Start only very limited access to
the files and folders on your Mac. For example, applications can be
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started in the applications directory, but for files or programs in their
own directories, Start requires permission from you.
When you add your own files to Start, permission to open them from
Start is automatically added. You can see which accesses you have set
up over time (and which may no longer be needed) in the "Sandbox
Access" list in the settings.

Modify data
The Basics
The settings in the "Modify Data" area are, so to speak, the core of the
application. Here you can see all data that are currently managed in
start. At first sight it might look a bit overloaded but basically it is a
tabular view of the data with different search and filter options.
First a little back to the basics - where do the entries in Start actually
come from? Start is mainly based on the data provided by macOS via
Spotlight. Spotlight also reports updates (deleting or adding programs)
to Start. In short: as long as Spotlight is running on your macOS System,
start captures all programs.
It is now interesting for entries that have nothing to do with programs,
such as links to directories or files and URLs. Theoretically, these could
also be captured and evaluated using Spotlight. However, this would
make configuration practically impossible (imagine start displaying all
files on your system in the configuration - this would be a really huge
list). Therefore start limits itself to the automatic collection of the
applications and you can quickly and easily add further entries to the
database by yourself.
In the following, the configuration window is explained in more detail
and you will see - it is not that difficult.
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The “modify Data” Window in detail
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Filter
When you open the configuration window, all entries are displayed first.
To make the list more clearly arranged you can filter them. Under (A)
you can choose if you want to see all entries or only the active/visible
entries. Additionally you can choose with (B) which kind of entries
(applications, directories, files or URL's) should be displayed.
Searching
To quickly find a desired entry you can use the search field (G).

New as of version 5 is the sidebar
in this configuration dialog. You
can show and hide the sidebar
using the button (D).
With the sidebar you can also
control the tags, comments, colors
and the visibility of the entries.
These changes will then affect all
currently selected entries.

Tags
Tags play a central role in the display of entries in start. The tags
assigned to an entry are displayed in the column (K). Here you can
easily change or remove them.
You can call up an overview of all existing tags and their symbols with
(C). The corresponding dialog box is explained in the next chapter.
Adding Files, Folders and URLs
As mentioned earlier, applications are automatically added to start via
Spotlight. You can add your own entries either by dragging and
dropping them onto the configuration window or by using the buttons
(E) and (F). With (E) you can add files and directories and with (F) URLs.
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Colors
Besides tags you can also use colors to manage entries in start and find
them faster. There is a small column (H) on the left side of the table. If
you click on it, a small dialog box appears where you can choose the
desired color for each entry.
Set Entries invisible or remove them
With the small check marks in the column (I) you can determine
whether an application should be displayed in start or not. For files,
directories or URLs, a trash can appears instead of the check mark to
remove entries that are no longer needed.
Favorites
Important entries can be defined as "Favorite" in start. These entries
will then appear in the main window under the category "Favorites". In
the column (J) you can define the desired entries as favorites.
Hotkeys
It would be very handy to be able to launch applications with just one
keystroke or to open an important folder in the Finder with another
keystroke. In the column (L) you can assign keyboard shortcuts to
individual entries. When you press this shortcut later, the
corresponding application will be started, a directory will be opened or
the URL will be opened in the default browser.
Comments
Comments are small notes on individual entries and are displayed in
the main window instead of the file path. In the column (M) you can
assign a comment to individual entries or delete an existing comment.
Import, Export and save as CSV
By pressing the button (N) a submenu is displayed. With this submenu
you can import and export the configuration. Additionally, the current
data can be exported as a CSV text file.
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Modify tags

With the configuration dialog "modify Tags" you can manage all
currently existing tags at a glance and assign icons to each tag. The
dialog is structured as a simple table. On the left side of each line you
see the icon of the respective tag and on the right side the
corresponding tag.

Remove tags
If you want to remove a tag completely, you can simply select the
desired tag in the list and remove it with the “trash can” button.

Rename tags
In this dialog you can also rename a tag. Double click on a tag name to
enter the edit mode. Now you can rename the tag. As soon as you press
the return key the tag will be renamed for all assigned entries.

Merging tags
Merging tags is more or less a side effect of renaming: if you give a tag
the same name as an existing tag, the tags will be merged.

Hotkeys for Tags
You can optionally assign one or two hotkeys to each tag:
View: This hotkey opens the main window and automatically selects the
tag.
Launch: With this hotkey you can quickly and easily launch all entries
that have this tag assigned.
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Quick Settings and Actions
Entry
If you want to quickly change settings for individual
entries there is an alternative way instead of the
"modify Data" dialog. You can also simply right-click
on an entry in the main window to open a small
configuration window. In this configuration window
you can quickly assign a color or change the comment
or Tags. Even defining a shortcut or upgrading an
entry to a favorite is only a mouse click away. Besides
the settings just mentioned, you can also perform
various actions:

Hide
Hides an entry entered by Spotlight. The entry can then be made visible
again in the configuration. This button is disabled for self-created
entries.

Remove
Self-created entries can be removed from Start with this function. This
button is disabled for entries detected by Spotlight.

Show in Finder
Entries pointing to files or directories can be quickly displayed in the
Finder. For URLs, this button is therefore disabled.

Modify URL
If the current entry is a URL then you can use this button to quickly
change the URL again. For other entries this button is disabled.

Tag
Similar to the quick settings, you can also perform various settings
and actions on a single tag by clicking with the right mouse button.

Launch all
Start offers you the possibility to launch all entries of a tag at once.
Open the context menu of the desired tag with a right click and
then click on "Start all".
The following restrictions apply: If the selected Tag contains 1 to 15
entries, these are started without confirmation. Between 16 and 30
entries a warning dialog will appear in advance to inform you that you
want to launch a large number of entries. More than 30 entries will not
be launched and will be confirmed with an abort dialog.

Delete Tag
Removes the current tag
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Keyboard shortcuts
Below you will find some keyboard shortcuts to operate within the main
window of Start

Selects the last or the next entry

Switches between the entries on the right side and
the tags and categories on the left side

+f

0-9 a-z

esc

Switches to the search field

Initiate a search with the corresponding character
in the search field (so just start writing in the main
window and the search will begin automatically...)

If something is currently entered in the search field,
the ESC key removes the value in the search field. If
nothing is entered in the search field, the ESC key
closes the main window.
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Drag’n’Drop

Drop from Finder onto an application entry
The application is started and the file or directory is passed to the
application.

Drop from Finder onto the main window
The file or directory is added to Start with the current tag.
Important: this only works with tags. If you have currently selected a
category, the drop will not be accepted (so you cannot manually add a
file to the list of the last used programs :-) )

Drop from main window to an tag on the left side
The tag is assigned to the dropped entry. This way you can quickly
assign tags to individual entries.
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Export and Import Configuration
The complete configuration can be easily exported and also reimported. You can use the two menu items "Export configuration" and
"Import configuration" for this purpose.
Caution: when importing the configuration, the existing configuration is
completely replaced!
The export/import function can also be used to transfer the
configuration to a second system as a starting point for further
adjustments.

Versioned backups

Start automatically creates a backup of the current configuration when
the program is closed. Up to 11 generations are kept - afterwards the
oldest generations are automatically overwritten.
With the dialog "Versioned backups" you can see an overview of the
currently existing backups. Additionally you can create a new backup
generation or restore the settings from a backup.
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FAQ, Tips and usage hints
start does not show all available applications
start uses spotlight to find existing applications and react to changes.
This means that spotlight must be active under macOS (this is the
default setting of macOS). In rare cases spotlight may not index all
applications. In this case it helps to rebuild the spotlight index.
Another point may be that an application is outside the search scope.
Which paths are searched you can see and adjust in the settings (see
also page 4 here in the manual).
In very rare cases it is also possible that an application cannot be found
even though Spotlight is activated and the search scopes match. In this
case you can simply add the application to start manually (see also page
6 of this manual)

Where is the configuration stored?
The configuration is stored in a plist-file (net.innovative-bytes.start.plist)
in the following folder:
~/Library/Containers/net.innovative-bytes.start/Data/Library/
Preferences
You can create a copy/backup of this file while the application is not
running. Do not modify this file directly!

Permission-Dialog when launching Entries?
start runs according to Apple regulations in a sandbox. Applications
located in the application directory, for example, are easily accessible
and can be launched directly. If you add elements from other
directories, start may ask once for permission to launch/open them.
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Create Nested-/Sub-Tags
In addition to normal tags, you can also create
sub-tags. This allows you to sort your
applications even better.
You create a sub-tag like a normal tag by
assigning it to an application. All you have to do
is separate the parts with a | sign.
Example: You want to sort your development
applications with the tag "Development" and
you want to have all the additional tools with a
corresponding sub-tag.
To achieve this you assign the tag
"Development" to the development tools. To
make sure that the additional tools are sorted
correctly in a sub-tag, assign the tag
"Development|Tools" to them.
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URL entries / URL Schemes
Introduction
URL entries - or more precisely, the
associated URL schemes - look complicated
at first view. But if you know how they work,
you'll quickly realize that they are actually
quite easy to understand. And you'll see how
useful they can be for your workflow.
One of the simplest and most popular URL
schemes are web addresses (e.g. https://
www.website.com). These begin with the URL
scheme http or https and tell your system to
open a specific web address. But you can
also use mailto-links, for example, to save
time by opening a new mail to the
appropriate recipient.

Structure of a URL entry
A URL entry is always structured in the same
way. First there is a scheme (e.g. "https")
followed by a colon. This is succeeded by the
individual part, which is different depending
on the scheme or target application.

Using URL entries in start
start allows you to use URL entries in
addition to applications, files and directories.
This allows you not only to open web pages
from start, but also to control virtually any
application that supports URL schemes.
Important: start only manages your URL
entries and executes them. What the URL
entries do depends on the target application.
Therefore we cannot provide support for the creation/use of special
URL entries. Please contact the developer of the respective application.

Examples
In the following we have compiled some examples of URL entries for
you to give you an insight into the extensive possibilities. There are
numerous applications that can be controlled using URL schemes - the
list can be continued at will.
In order to show concrete examples of use, we have used URL schemas
of applications below. For these URL entries to work, the corresponding
application must be installed. The applications and their names may be
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the property of the respective developers and are only listed as
examples.
https
https://start.innovative-bytes.net
With http or https URLs, these are probably the most popular URLs that
everyone has probably already seen. With http or https URLs you can
open web pages in your standard web browser from start.
Mailto
mailto:support@innovativebytes.com?subject=Support%20Question
Create an e-mail in the default mail client with a recipient and subject
line.
mailto:someone@mail.com?subject=Download%20the%20Start%
20app&cc=someone_else@mail.com&body=I%20recommend%20the
%20Start%20app

Create an e-mail in the default mail client with both to & cc recipients, a
subject line and a message body.
Remote Access
vnc://myothermac.local:5901
Open the default VNC app to connect to a local computer called
“myothermac” on port 5901.
ssh://mac.remoteacess.com:8822
Connect a secure shell session to a remote computer called hosted at
“mac.remoteacess.com” on port 8822.
Drafts
Drafts is a quick-capture note taking app and Markdown editor from
Agile Tortoise, Inc.
drafts5://x-callback-url/workspace?name=Blogging
Open Drafts to a workspace called “Blogging”.
drafts5://x-callback-url/create?tag=post%20idea
Create a new draft in Drafts tased “post idea”
Further information: https://docs.getdrafts.com/docs/automation/
urlschemes.html
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Ulysses
Ulysses is a markdown editor from Ulysses GmbH & Co. KG. Ulysses can
also be controlled via URL entries. In the following we have a quick
example:
ulysses://x-callback-url/open?id=Python
Opens the sheet "Python" in Ulysses
Further information:
https://ulysses.app/kb/x-callback-url
Things
Things is a personal task manager from Cultured Code GmbH & Co. KG.
With URL entries numerous functions of Things can be reached directly.
things:///add?show-quick-entry=true
Opens Things and displays the Quick Input window.
Further information:
https://support.culturedcode.com/customer/en/portal/articles/2803573
Tweetbot
Tweetbot is a client for Twitter from Tapbots, LLC. You can call various
functions via URL entries from start:
tweetbot://innovative-bytes/post
Open the Tweetbot post window for account “innovative-bytes”.
tweetbot://apple/search?query=mac
Search for mentions of “Mac” on Twitter in Tweetbot
Further information:
https://tapbots.net/tweetbot3/support/url-schemes/
Keyboard Maestro
Keyboard Maestro is an application from Stairways Software that allows
automation of routine functions. You can execute single macros simply
by a URL entry from start:
kmtrigger://macro=testmacro
Executes the macro “testmacro”
Further information:
https://wiki.keyboardmaestro.com:8443/manual/URL_Schemes
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macOS System Preference Links
Individual entries of the system settings can be reached directly via
URLs. Some of them are listed below as examples.
x-apple.systempreferences:com.apple.preference.sidecar
Shows the Sidecar-Settings
x-apple.systempreferences:com.apple.preferences.sharing
Shows the Sharing-Settings

Modifying existing URL Entries

An already existing URL entry can be edited again by double-clicking in
the "modify Data" dialog.

Restrictions
When using URLs in start, the following restrictions must be considered:
▶ The maximum length of a URL may not exceed 3000 characters. If
this length is exceeded, the URL is shortened and probably no
longer works as desired.
▶ Each URL entry needs a title (the use of a comment is optional)

Placeholder
Besides static URL's you can also use placeholders for URL's. These
placeholders are useful to query variables when you list a URL. This may
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sound complicated at first sight, but it is actually quite simple. In the
following, the supported placeholders are explained in more detail.
Important: Placeholders are case sensitive!

UserInput
Syntax:
%%userInput:Question%%
If Start finds such a placeholder in an URL, an inputdialog is displayed in
which you can enter the desired value. The entered value will then be
used instead of the placeholder in the URL.
Example:
If you want to open Safari and begin a Google search on a specific topic,
you can use the following URL for example:
https://www.google.com/search?q=%%userInput:Search
Google%%
If you launch this URL in Start an inputdialog appears with the Question
“Search Google”. After you enter some text the complete placeholder
%%userInput:Search Google%% will be replaced with the text you
entered.

selectedFileObjects
Syntax:
%%selectedFileObjects%%
This placeholder is rather useful for special purposes. As described in
the manual, you can pass files and directories currently selected by the
system to Start and from there you can select a program which will
process these files and directories further. You can also use this
placeholder to pass on the selected files and directories via a URL. This
makes sense for example if you start a Keyboard Maestro Macro via
URL which should then process the files and directories further.
There are numerous possible uses for these placeholders. Just check
our website from time to time - we will publish examples there.
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Using the Service-Entry
Start also integrates itself as a service in the system services. With this
entry you can quickly send selected files and
directories from the Finder to Start.

To use the entry in the service menu
Select one or more files and directories in the
Finder. Now right-click and find the entry "Send
selected files to Start" in the "Services" menu.
This will bring up the main window of Start. Next
to the search field you will now see that a
certain number of objects have been sent to
Start. You can now simply select an application
entry and the application will be started with the
submitted objects.
As soon as you close the main window of Start,
the transferred items are removed from Start
and you can launch other programs as usual.
▶ The system services are read in during login. If you have
installed Start and the entry in the service menu is not
visible, you can log off and log on to the system.
▶ You can also assign a keyboard shortcut to each system
service in macOS. If you assign an appropriate shortcut to the
service of Start you can send the selected entries to Start with
just one keystroke and you don't have to search for the
appropriate menu entry in the menu (see Screenshots on the
right)
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